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Formative assessment and effective feedback 

Formative assessment is a condition for development of professional practice as it stimulates the 

capacity to reflect on one’s own actions, to fill gaps and to stabilize routine (Seadon, Salleh, 

Balakrishnan, Imray, & Saedon, 2012). Receiving feedback is one of the common way to enact 

formative assessment. Receiving continuous feedbacks during a professional training is therefore 

essential for competence development (Norcini & Burch, 2007).  

Receiving feedback is a preliminary step to develop the tutee’s critical awareness over time 

(Avsar et al., 2015). Therefore, hetero- and self- assessment can be conceived as a form of 

instructional progression along different steps: receiving feedback by a tutor, providing feedbacks 

to peers and sharing feedbacks with them, and finally applying it on oneself (Gaudin & Chaliès, 

2015).  

Feedback is defined as an “information about comparison between a trainee’s observed 

performance and a given, standard performance that helps to improve trainee’s performance” 

(van de Ridder, Stokking, McGaghie, & Ten Cate, 2008). The delivery of this information, in order 

to be effective, should involve the professional directly in the practice and be dialogical rather 

than directive. Moreover, effective feedbacks have to be concrete and focused, to contain 

evidence, to be centered on behaviors rather than on the person, descriptive and not evaluative, 

and clear (e.g. Saedon et al., 2012; Archer, 2010; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Brinko, 1993). Using 

video can be an additional means to increase the effectiveness of feedback (Fukkink, Trienekens, 

& Kramer, 2011). In healthcare professions, this is often the setting in debriefing sessions (van de 

Ridder, et al., 2008). If the use of a visual support already constitutes a noticeable added value, 

the possibility to use an annotation tool to comment the video provides an additional opportunity 

to facilitate and foster the analysis of practices. Video annotation enables evidence-based, 

focused and situated reflections (e.g. Hulsman & van der Vloodt, 2015; Zerr & Pulcher, 2008); it 

affords both to pause the video viewing, to allow reflective verbalization and to provide an 

adequate context for writing-to-reflect (Bonaiuti, Calvani, and Picci, 2012). 

  



A pilot study in the field of scrub nurses 

Scrub nurses training in Switzerland is based on the alternation between school- and work-based 

tracks. Within this latter, students experience different surgical operations and have a posteriori 

debriefing sessions with tutors. However, no use of video has been foreseen so far to support 

such sessions. Therefore, we developed a pilot study to investigate the feasibility and 

effectiveness of using video annotation to support scrub nurse students’ debriefing sessions. The 

study aimed at improving the current practice of providing feedback by using video-annotation to 

support feedback delivery and to let the sessions progress from hetero- to self-evaluation. 

One tutee and two couples of tutors have been involved in four debriefing sessions (two per each 

couple of tutors) subsequent to four video-recorded surgical operations. The first couple of tutors 

had the video-recording at their disposal, the second could profit from video-annotations too. The 

tutee progressed on a continuum from not watching the video, watching it without video-

annotation and finally video-annotating her own self-assessment. 

Content analysis of 95 feedback units identifies were conducted to assess the quality and the type 

of feedbacks. Based on a grid of analysis developed on the contribution of Hattie and Timperley 

(2007), we examined impacts on a) the typology of feedbacks, b) the concrete references to the 

practice, c) the communication style of the debriefing interview, d) the tutee's self-assessment, e) 

the tutee's acceptance/integration of feedbacks. Interviews with the participants at the end of the 

implementation investigated their acceptance and perceived feasibility and usefulness. 

Preliminary results, confirm the hypothesis that having a video (-annotation) at disposal 

significantly effects the quality of tutors’ feedbacks. The feedback sessions were extensively 

driven by the video in their contents and modalities.  

Results confirm the hypothesis that having a video(-annotation) at disposal significantly effects 

the quality of tutors’ feedbacks. The feedback sessions were extensively driven by the video in 

their contents and modalities. The feedbacks resulted to be  

- more specific, with concrete references to the practice (evident use of verbal and gestual 

deictics);  

- less corrective and more supportive/integrative;  

- progressively more student-driven and dialogical rather than tutor-driven and assertive;  

- more accepted by the tutee, who was participative and proactive especially in the video-

annotation condition where she provided a detailed self-assessment.  

Analysis of the interviews sustained the feasibility and usefulness of this approach.  

Given the encouraging results, a new study is planned with a larger sample, to monitor the 

evolution of feedback all along the curriculum. 
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